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We look at the instance distributions used by Goldberg [3] for showing that the Davis Putnam 
Procedure has polynomial average complexity and show that, in a sense, all these distributions are 
unreasonable. We then present a ‘reasonable’ family of instance distributions F and show that for 
each distribution in F a variant of the Davis Putnam Procedure without the pure literal rule 
requires exponential time with probability 1. In addition, we show that adding subsumption still 
results in exponential complexity with probability 1. 
Introduction 
Although there is no known efficient algorithm for solving any NP-complete 
problem there may exist algorithms for efficiently solving a particular NP-complete 
problem almost always [4]. As an example an efficient algorithm that, in some 
sense, almost always solves the Hamiltonian Circuit problem may be found in [l]. 
Another example due to Goldberg may be found in [3] where the Davis Putnam 
Procedure (DPP) is shown to solve the Satisfiability problem (SAT) efficiently 
almost always. Such results require an assumption of instance distribution and the 
‘reasonableness’ of the results depends on the ‘reasonableness’ of the distributions 
selected. 
An instance of S4T chosen randomly according to distribution h in family H is 
referred to as an Hh-random instance. In this paper we show that Goldberg’s result 
is based on a family of distributions G which is unreasonable in that for any distri- 
bution gE G a G,-random instance I is ‘so satisfiable’ that repeatedly quessing a 
solution S and checking to see if S is a solution to I will uncover a solution to I 
within a constant number of quesses with probability 1. It is demonstrated, there- 
fore, that the favorable result of Goldberg is due to a favorable choice of distribu- 
tion and not to any intrinsically favorable property of DPP as claimed by Goldberg. 
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Furthermore, we show that a variant of the Davis Putnam Procedure (DPP’) 
requires exponential time with probability 1 assuming another family of distribu- 
tions Fe The exnected number of truth asGcmments satisfvine A rendnm instance of r ----- -. _. -__. --__p . . ..______ , ___D _ _ - _______ 
SAT is a measure of how likely a given instance is to have a solution. We show that 
F is more reasonable than G by showing that the expected number of truth assign- 
ments satisfying a Ff -random instance varies from K-’ to K’ depending on f l F 
where 1 <K and f is a measure of the input size; thus a FS-random instance may be 
‘very satisfiable’ or ‘very unsatisfiable’ or ‘satisfiable’ to any degree in between 
depending on f. 
The effect of subsumption on the performance of DPP’ is analyzed. We find that 
DPP’ with subsumption requires exponential time with probability 1 for any f e F. 
Satisfiability and DPP 
The following terms are used to describe SAT: Let V= {u, ... u,} be a set of 
boolean variables. A truth assignment to I/ is a function t : I/ + {true, false} (there 
are 2’ distinct truth assignments to V). For all UE V, u and 0 are positive and nega- 
tive literals respectively and the literal u (0) is true under t iff T(U) = true (false) 
respectively (literals u and 0 are said to be complementary). Let L = U,,, v {u, u} 
where u and u are literals. A clause c over V is a subset of L and represents the dis- 
junction of the literals in c. A clause over V is satisfied by t iff at least one of its 
literals is true under t. A truth assignment t to V is said to satisfy a collection of 
clauses C if all clauses in C are satisfied by t. A collection of clauses C over I/ is 
satisfiable iff there exists some truth assignment to V which satisfies C. 
SAT is specified as follows: Given a collection of clauses Cover a set Vof boolean 
variables (referred to as an instance), is C satisfiable? 
DPP is based on three rules applied recursively to collections of clauses. Let C be 
a collection of clauses over I/ and let a clause containing a single literal be called a 
unit clause. 
(1) Unit clause rule: If there are two unit clauses cl and c2 in C where c, = {I } and 
c2= (T} declare C unsatisfiable. Otherwise if there is a unit clause c= (I} ({T}) 
remove all clauses containing I (T) from C, remove all occurrences of T(I) from C 
respectively, and remove I from I/. 
(2) Pure literal rule: If literal I (T) appears in C but T(I) does not then remove 
from C all clauses containing I (T) respectively and remove I from V. 
(3) Splitting rule: Choose any variable u in V. If u or 0 is in C create two sub- 
instances 
C1 = {c- {u}: CEC and ~ec}, 
C2= (C-(U): cECand u$c) 
and remove u from I/. 
The splitting rule is the only one of the three that is sufficient for solving SAT. 
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DPP takes C as input, determines that C is unsatisfiable if it has been declared 
such, determines that C is satisfiable if C = 0 and otherwise applies the lowest num- 
bered rule possible to C creating one or two subinstances of C to which DPP is again 
applied; DPP determines that C is satisfiable iff at least one of the subinstances has 
been determined to be satisfiable. 
Goldberg’s analysis 
Goldberg found an upper bound which is polynomial in n and r for the average 
complexity of DPP assuming any g E G where G is defined as follows: G is the set of 
all g(n, r, p, q) where n and r are positive integers, p and q are fixed real numbers 
between 0 and 1 such that p + q I 1 and g(n, r, p, q) denotes an instance distribution 
under which a Gnca r, p, 4j- random instance I contains n mutually independent clauses 
over {ui ... u,} and for each clause c of 1, for all 1 5 i 5 r y appears in c with prob- 
ability p, uj appears in c with probability q, neither uj nor t& appears in c with 
probability 1 -p-q and ui or nj appear in c independent of any other literals in 
{u, ... v,, v -, ... t$,>. A distribution in G is said to be a G-distribution. 
Note that all instances of g(n, r, f, 5) are equally likely assuming permutations of a 
set of clauses which do not match clause for clause are distinguished as separate 
instances. Thus it appears that G is a reasonable candidate for modeling the occur- 
rence of instances as input to DPP. However, it will now be shown that G is not a 
reasonable candidate because any distribution in G is extremely biased in such a way 
that a truth assignment satisfying a GE-random instance may be found within a con- 
stant number of guesses with probability 1 for any g E G. Without loss of generality 
let p = q. 
Lemma 1. For all fixed 0 < p 5 + (4 <p I 4) a G,(,,, r, P, ,,-random instance has at 
least +pr (tr) literals in every clause with probability 1 if n and r are polynomially 
related. 
Proof. Case (a): 0 < p 5 $. Let ps be the probability that a single clause has less 
than tpr literals 
ps <3x (;)(2p)‘(l -2p)‘-’ =,=r$flr,* (;)u -2PV(2P)‘-j. 
0 ‘. (I-2p)J(2p)rmj5exp(-+B2r(l-2p)). /=(I+B)r(l-2p) J (1) 
Hence ps I exp(-p2 r/(12 - 24~)) and the probability that all n clauses have at least 
tpr literals 2 (1 -x)” where x = exp(-p*r/(l2 - 24~)). It is easy to show that 
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(1 -x) r exp(x/(x - 1)) and therefore that (1 -x)“? exp(xn/(x- 1)) for any 
0 5 x < 1. But for large enough n 
exp(xn/(x-l))>l-$ 
if n and r are polynomially related. 
Case (b): + < p 5 4. Let ps’ be the probability that a single clause has less than +r 
literals and set + = p’ < p. Then 
since j 2 +r and p’ -C p 
5 exp(-r(l- 2p’)/12) = exp(-r/36) from (1). 
Following the remaining steps of case (a) gives the desired result. 
Fact 1. The number of truth assignments satisfying a set of clauses {cl ... c,} is at 
least the number of truth assignments satisfying a set of clauses {c; . . . CA} where for 
1 5 i 5 n, c:C c; . 
Lemma 2. For any E > 0 there exists an no such that the number of truth assignments 
satisfying all clauses of an instance composed of clauses containing ar literats, 
0 < a I 1, is greater than 2’( 1 - E) for all n > n, if n and r are polynomia~~y related. 
Proof. Each clause of ar literals is not satisfied by 2’-“’ truth assignments. Then at 
most n2r-ar truth assignments do not satisfy all n clauses. Hence all n clauses are 
satisfied by at least 
2’-n2’~“‘=2’(1-n2~“‘) 
truth assignments. 
(2) 
Since n and r are polynomially related there exists an no such that for any 1 > E > 0, 
e >n2-Or for all n >no. The lemma follows. 
Theorem 1. For any E > (4 and for all p, 0 <p I +, there exists an no such that the 
number of truth assignments satisfying all clauses of a GnC,,r, pS ,,-random instance is 
greater than 2’(1 - E) with probability 1 if n and r are polynomially related. 
Proof. The theorem follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 and Fact 1. 
There are so many truth assignments that satisfy a C;,(,,,,,,-random instance Z 
that one could be found with probability 1 by repeatedly guessing a truth assign- 
ment, t, at random and checking to see if t satisfies I, the number of guesses being 
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w, a constant. Indeed, the probability that a truth assignment that satisfies an 
instance in which all clauses have at least ar literals is found within w guesses is 
greater than 
,;, (1 -n2?‘)(n2-“‘)‘-I = (1 -n2-ar) ,;, (n2F)i-’ (see (2)) 
=]- n ~ + 1 2”” for large n, 
if n and r are polynomially related. The probability that we do not find a solution 
within w guesses when one exists is the probability of error and is less than (n/2”)“‘. 
From Lemma 1 there exists an a, 0 <a< 1, such that a GgCn, r p, ,,,-random instance 
only has clauses with (rr or more literals with probability 1 for large n. Hence 
guessing and checking w times finds a solution to a GnC,,. r,p, ,,-random instance with 
probability 1 and with asymptotically zero probability of error. This demonstrates 
that the good result obtained by Goldberg is due to the distributions assumed and 
not to a feature of DPP. 
F-distributions 
G-distributions lead to good average performance of DPP because all G-distribu- 
tions favor ‘highly satisfiable’ instances; i.e. instances satisfied by a high proportion 
of all possible truth assignments. A family of distributions should favor ‘highly 
satisfiable’ instances, ‘highly unsatisfiable’ instances and anything in between 
depending on the values given to parameters. A family of distributions F with this 
property is defined as follows: F is the set of allf(n, A, k) where n and k are integers, 
n 2 1, kz3, A is a positive real number and f(n, A, k) denotes an instance distribu- 
tion under which all instances contain n clauses chosen uniformly and independently 
from the set of subsets of k literals over {u, ... utAnJ, Q ... qlnJ ) such that no subset 
contains a pair of complimentary literals. Let Ek(Ar n) be the expected number of 
truth assignments to {u, -.. uLAfiJ > satisfying an Q,, 1, k,-random instance 
Theorem 2. &(A, n) = 2Ll”l(l- 2-k)n. 
Proof. Simple use of indicator random variables. Let K = 2A(1 - 2-‘9 and let 
x = -ln(l - 2-k)/2 In 2 (x > 0 since k 2 3). 
If 0 I I <x, then K < 2px < 1 and if A > 2x, then K > 1. According to Theorem 2, if 
Oll<x, then 
E&, n) < 2K”< (2XK)“< K;N for n>$ 
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whereK,=1/2XK>1 andifA>2x, thenEk(A,n)>K”forn>l whereK>l. 
Thus F has the desired property. 
Average performance of DPP on F-distributions 
A variant of DPP with the pure literal rule omitted (DPP’) will be shown to 
require exponential time for almost all of an arbitrarily large sample of Ffcn,i.,kj- 
random instances; it will be inferred that this result holds for DPP with the pure 
literal rule omitted. The pure literal rule is more easily treated by itself and is put 
aside for a separate paper. 
DPP’ runs more slowly than SR which is defined as follows: Let A and V be sets 
of boolean variables with A c V and 1 V / = r, let X be a set of clauses over A and D a 
set of clauses over A where each clause in D has exactly k literals. 
Procedure SR(D, X, A) 
1. if D = 0 then return; 
2. if 5’ceXs.t. /cl = 1 then return; 
3. choose a u from A; 
4. SetA:=A-{u}; 
5. X’:={c-{e}:c~X,e=uore=o}; 
6. D’:=(c: CED, u$c, u$c}; 
7. if IDI - ID’1 ~rz”~ then return; 
8. if b’ceD vecthen begin 
9. X :=X’; D := D’; go to 2; end; 
10. if&EDs.t. oecthen 
11. fori:=l to2do 
12. SR(D’, X’, A); 
end SR; 
Initially SR(C, C, V) is called. 
The choice of o in line 3 is determined by a function s : N -+ I/ where s( IA I) is the 
next u E A to be chosen. Then, associated with a computation of SR on V and C is a 
complete binary search tree with root at level 0 and in which each node represents a 
call to SR. Note that there is also an asymetrical binary search tree associated with a 
computation of DPP’ on V and C. 
For our purposes it will be sufficient to define running time as the number of 
nodes in a search tree given Vand C as input. The running time of SR on I/and C, 
denoted TsR(I/, C), is less than the running time of DPP’ on V and C when the next 
variable choice, as in line 3 of SR, is a function of the size of the remaining set of 
variables and is identical for SR and DPP’. A proof of this is too long to give here. 
However, the reader may be convinced of this by noting that X contains at least the 
same set of clauses as its DPP’ counterpart subinstance C’ so if C’ contains a unit 
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clause so does X. Also, if X does contain a unit clause an immediate return prevents 
any lower level computation for SR. Furthermore, D is a subset of C’ so if C’=O, 
then D = 0. Also, SR may return ‘prematurely’ in line 7. Finally, since D is a subset 
of C’ any variable that appears in D also appears in C’ so a node in SR’s search tree 
implies a node in the search tree of DPP’. We will obtain a lower bound on 
TSR(K C) in probability and apply that bound to DPP’. 
Theorem 3. pr(&(V C) > 2”‘“) + 1 us n gets large where /VI = LArz 1, a positive 
constant, and ICI = n. 
Proof. The following events occurring at line 6 of SR are mutually exclusive: 
E, : thereisacexsuchthat lcl=l, 
E2: IDI - r~l’~ <ID’1 < JDJ and E,, 
E3: OIID’IIIDI-~“~ andE,, 
E4: iDl=10’1 and,!?,. 
Let pd(i, j) denote the probability of being at line 6 of SR at depth i of the search 
tree associated with SR(C, C, V) following the jth choice of u in step 3 and let 
pd(i, j, y) denote the probability of being at line 6 at depth i and following the jth 
choice of u and ID/= y. Then 
c (pr(&/i - 1, j - 1, y)l)d(i- 1, j - 1, Y) 
Pd(i,j) 2 
' +pr(E4/i,j-l,y)pd(i,j-1,y)) ifj>l, i10, 
o 
ifi>Oandj=l, 
1 ifi=Oandj=l 
where the inequality holds because we have ignored the contribution to pd(i, j) due 
to the return in line 7 and the return in line 2. 
Without loss of generality assume Llznl =,k. It can be shown that D is a 
Ff(,ol, 1,, k,-random instance where 1’ = (An -j + 1). Then the probability that the jth 
chosen variable is not in a particular clause of D is 
(y) ,(y+1> = (1- /kj+ l). 
So, for ir0, jzl, nry20 
pr(&/i, j, y)lpr(lD’( =D=y) = l- 
k Y 
and 
k-j+ 1 > 
pr(Es/i, j, y)~pr(OrID’J~y-n”3/j) 
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<pr m- (I ky >.1/3_ kJJ An-j-i1 An-j+1 > 
k 
< l- 
k 
An-j+ 1 
rll’3 - 
An-j+ 1 
by Chebyshev’s Inequality. 
It can be shown that all the clauses in X which have exactly 2 literals are mutually 
independent and are equally likely to be any two literal subset of 2(,Jn -j + 1) literals 
absent of complementary literals. Thus the probability that the jth chosen literal is 
not in a two literal clause in X is 
and since (it is not hard to see) the maximum number of 2 literal clauses in X is n -y 
wehaveforiro, jzl,nzyzO 
pr(Er/i,j,y)z l- ( 2 > 
n-Y 
An-j-t-1 ’ 
Also, 
prW2hj, Y) = 1 -pr(&hj, y) - prF4/i,j, ~9 - pr(E3/i,j, Y) 
(3) 
Finally, D contains those clauses of X containing k literals. Then the event that a 
chosen variable is not in D given ID / = y and the event that there is an x E X such that 
1x1=1 given IDl=yareindependent. HenceforOsi, llj,O_=y~n 
L l- ( k An-j+ 1 H y- 2 ) 
n-Y 
An-j+1 . 
(4) 
Note that since IDI - ID’1 ~rr”~ at all levels up to i we have ID I> n - in1’3 at level i. 
Let us now bound pr(&/i, j, y) and pr(&(i, j, y) for 0 I i s TI”~ and 1 ~j 5 ~KZ~‘~. 
From (3) and the fact that n - n7’t2 5 y 5 n for i, j as above 
pr(&/i, j, y)> 
( 
l- (1_n-125)in+l)‘17”2- (l-$Jn)‘12 
- (1 - n-1’5)An + 1 k (l-&)+-(l_n_&J~Po. 
From (4) 
pr(E4/i, j, y)z 
k n 
(1 -n-‘/S)An+ 1 >( 
2 
1- (1 -n-i/Qn+ 1 > 
“‘/I2 
4 B(n). 
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Hence 
&z)pd(i-l,j-l)+&n)p,(i,j-1) 
I- 
1 <jIAn4/5, 05i5n1’4, 
pd(kj) z 0 j=l, i>O, (3 
1 j=l, i=O. 
Let p$(i, j) denote the probability that at least depth i is reached in j variable 
choices. It can be shown from (5) that for i < j sATI~‘~ and i I PzI’~ 
1 - (1 -B(n)>’ f (B(n))” 
m=,-i+l 
(i’ z-1 )]. 
But 
(1 -B(n))’ lf (B(n)Y 
m=j-;+I (i+3 
is a tail of a distribution which has an easily calculable moment generating function 
from which we find mean iQ(n)/(l -Q(n)) and variance iQ(n)/( 1 -Q(n))*. Then, by 
using Chebyshev’s inequality, we find 
(1 -B(n))’ F (B(n)P id(n) 
m=j-,+I 
(i+“m-l)5 
((j-i+l)(l-B(n))--i&n))*’ 
Thus, for i < j I An4’5 and i I n”4 
i&n) 
((j-i+l)(l -Q(n))-iQ(@)2 > . 
so 
But 
and 
lim 4(n) = lim e-k/i e~2nm5”‘/A 
n-m n-m 
so 
lim j(n) = lim e--2n-5”2/A _ e-k/l _ kn-2/3,/~. 
n-cc n-m 
= lim e_2n_‘,6 1 _ e-k/l e2nm5”2/A _ k,,-213 e2n+/‘2/A ?I”~ 
n-G1 ( 1 _ e-k/l e-2n-5/‘2/A ) 
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= lim e-2n-1/6 1 _ e 
-k/A [e2n-5”2/A _ e-2n-5”2/A] + kn-2/s e2nm5/‘2/A n”4 
n-m 1 _ e-k/i e-2n-s”2/A > 
and 
1 - 
e-k/A 0(n-5/12) + kn-2/3 e2n-5”2/A n”4 
1 - e-k/A > 
= lim e-2nml/6 e-~(n-“6) = 1 
n-m 
lim pd*(n 1’4, An4’5) = 1. 
n-C= 
If the lowest level of the search tree is I, then the number of nodes in the tree 1 2’. 
Hence 
pr(Ts,(V,C)>2”“4)~&z”4,Ln)rpd*(n”4,~n4’5)-+1 asn+oo. 
The analysis we have presented assumes variable choices are made apriori. A 
better strategy for choosing variables would be to choose a variable that is in a 
clause containing the fewest number of literals; then our algorithm would be 
working toward producing unit clauses and therefore early declarations of unsatis- 
fiability. It has been found in [2] that DPP’ using this choice strategy runs in ex- 
ponential average time under any F-distribution. Although a result demonstrating 
exponential running time in probability was not obtained, the arguments in [2] sug- 
gest that this is so. 
Another assumption we have made is that, when the splitting rule is invoked, two 
subinstances are generated even though only one subinstance is sufficient if it is 
found to be satisfiable. How is the result of Theorem 3 affected by assuming that 
satisfiability is determined when one subinstance has been determined satisfiable? 
When I < -logz(l -2-k) the number of truth assignments satisfying the set of 
clauses of an F fcn,l, k,-random instance is so small that finding a satisfiable sub- 
instance is rare. It this case a substantial portion of the search tree is computed and 
the result of Theorem 3 still seems to apply. It will be shown in a future paper that 
solves SAT in polynomial time, almost always, under any F-distribution for which 
A>l. 
Subsumption 
If cl and c2 are clauses in C and cl G c2, then cl subsumes c2 and c2 may be re- 
moved from C without affecting the satisfiability of C. Removal of subsumed 
clauses may be accomplished at every call of DPP’; however, the probability of any 
subsumptions taking place is asymptotically zero for j sufficiently large (An4’5) to 
admit exponential running time for DPP’. 
The probability that a w-literal clause subsumes some z-literal clause is 
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(‘~~-~)2z-w/(‘~‘)2z~(‘~~~)2-z/(‘;q’) since2lw<zlk 
~ In-An4/5-2 
( 
k_2 )2-2/(‘n-~n4’5) if jA12h-hz4’5 
5 O((k/h)2). 
The probability that there is a subsumption possible among clauses of X is less than 
I-(I-o((X>‘))L 1 - exp(-k2/A2n) +O as n -+ 00. 
The probability that a subsumption would have been possible among any X is 
therefore less than 
(1-(1-O((X)2))n)An4’5 
which is approximately 
as n-03. 
Therefore, subsumption has little effect on the performance of DPP under any 
F-distribution. 
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